The reason I love all of this,
and you should, too, is because
Naiman himself so clearly loves it.
There’s no other reason. He’s from
Toronto. That says something. No,
there’s no money in the banjo, and
if you live in Toronto, it’s not cool
either. If not for a very deep love,
this wouldn’t be here at all. He
loves clawhammer banjo, it’s tone,
the tunes, the lilt, and it shows.
He wants to share it. And he
does, quietly, carefully, and as
comfortably as an old shoe. This
is a beautiful, thoughtful, glorious
collection of tunes that we can get
lost in precisely because Naiman
does. Love it, love it, love it.
– By Glen Herbert

M.D. Dunn
Solace (Feathermoon)

Mark Dunn,
known professionally as M.D.,
is a Sault Ste.
Marie, ONbased poet, college professor, and
musician who has released his
seventh album, Solace, with 12
new pieces, including four guitar
instrumentals: Miracles Happen,
Snow Angels, Seasons, and The
Companion. There’s an echo of
Bruce Cockburn in Dunn’s guitar
work with driving rhythms that
veer suddenly into unexpected key
shifts, delve into minor passages, then emerge smiling in the
major keys they began in. The
instrumentals are engaging guitar
journeys that explore sound and
acoustic space. By themselves
they would be a compelling reason
to acquire this album, but that’s
only scratching the surface.
In addition to being a highly
talented player, Dunn is also a talented lyricist, bringing his poetic
sensibilities and pleasant voice to
songs such as Beauty, Master of
Doubt, Watchful, On Without End,
The Last Beautiful Thing, and Diamond Inside, plus a tribute track to
poet e.e. cummings, I Thank You,
God. The combination of strong
lyrics and compelling guitar work
make this album shine. Additional
musicians on the album include

Chris Murphy, Al Wood, Rusty
McCarthy, Cliff Alloy, Britta Wolfert (background vocals), Jenny
Gauvreau (background vocals),
and violinist Sheldon Jaaskelainen. This one’s a keeper.
– By Gene Wilburn

John Gorka
Before Beginning: The Unreleased I Know,
Nashville, 1985 (Red House Records)

You can’t really
know I Know
until you’ve
listened to both
versions – the
1987 debut that introduced the
world to a young John Gorka, and
the album’s original version, recorded in ‘85, that was eventually
scrapped and re-recorded.
Before Beginning is a new old
version of the album, remastered
with the fine tuning of the 2010s,
with all of the ’80s’ bells and
whistles, from electric guitar to
driving saxophone. While the
songs are still as beautiful as ever,
this collection can be listened too
much more easily; Gorka’s rough
draft has a bucolic kind of beauty
to it and an easiness characteristic
of a young man. It also features
a slew of Nashville musical aces
who never made it onto the final
work, such as Shawn Colvin and
Lucy Kaplansky. A particular

John Gorka
highlight is Geza’s Wailing Ways the only track not included in the
‘87 version.
Before Beginning might not
have made an impact if released
in 1985, but in 2016 it serves as
an interesting, nostalgic peek into
the mind of a young man set to
become a wonderful songwriter.
– Michelle Hahn-Baker

Mountain Heart
Blue Skies

(Compass Records)

Mountain Heart
is a band that has
included many
styles (bluegrass,
country, blues,
folk, jam band, rock, and jazz)
and many musicians over their
long history. The current lineup,
since 2015, is Josh Shilling, Aaron
Ramsey, Seth Taylor, Jeff Partin,

and Molly Cherryholmes. Shilling
is the main songwriter on this new
disc, though they tackle a Bob
Dylan (Maggie’s Farm) and a pair
by award-winning bluegrass and
country songwriter Ronnie Bowman, formerly of the Lonesome
River Band. They all have distinguished musical pedigrees and
with extra mandolin and violin
by guest, founding member, and
studio whiz Jim VanCleve, there’s
talent galore on display here.
The disc romps through a freewheeling variety of sounds and
subjects, and with Shilling and
Ramsey contributing soulful lead
vocals and the others filling harmony and contributing hot licks
galore, the listener will surely find
much to latch onto.
A satisfying musical smorgasbord served up by these veteran
gourmets.
– By Barry Hammond

9Bach
Anian (Real World Records)

Anian is
9Bach’s third
album and shows
this Welsh-language band to
have lost none of their power. Lisa
Jen’s compelling voice and instrumental work and Martin Hoyland’s brilliant backing tracks—
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